
 

DNA gives colloidal crystals shape-shifting
and memory abilities
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Northwestern University researchers have uncovered a previously
unknown property of colloidal crystals, highly ordered three-dimensional
arrays of nanoparticles.

The team engineered colloidal crystals with complementary strands of
DNA and found that dehydration crumpled the crystals, breaking down
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the DNA hydrogen bonds. But when researchers added water, the
crystals bounced back to their original state within seconds.

The new study describes the shape memory that occurs after changes to
a colloidal crystal's structure and that is not accessible in other types of
crystals. In response to external stimuli, reversible structural changes in
these new materials could lead to associated dynamic functional changes
that make them useful in chemical and biological sensing, optics and soft
robotics.

The paper will be published Oct. 12 in the journal Nature.

"The deformed crystal has completely different properties when it's
broken down," said Northwestern's Chad A. Mirkin, who led the study.
"But DNA retraces its steps. Imagine if a house was destroyed by a
hurricane, but then that every nail and board returned to their original
places to reform the house after the storm passed. That's essentially
equivalent to what is happening here with these crystals at the
nanoscale."

A nanotechnology pioneer, Mirkin is the George B. Rathmann Professor
of Chemistry in the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences at
Northwestern and director of the International Institute for
Nanotechnology. Mirkin also is a professor of chemical and biological
engineering, biomedical engineering and materials science and
engineering in the McCormick School of Engineering and a professor of
medicine in Northwestern University's Feinberg School of Medicine.

The new property, which is a type of "hyperelasticity coupled with shape
memory," is controlled by the particle-interconnecting DNA's specific
sequence and influences the object's structure and compressibility.
Because of the crystal's plasticity, it can break down and then come back
together.
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The discovery builds on work that Mirkin began in 1996. At the time,
his research group reported how DNA could be used as a sequence-
encoded bonding material, a glue that can be used to build colloidal
crystals—some of which have structures and properties akin to
conventional crystals found in nature, while others have structures and
properties that have never been found in nature.

In the manuscript, the authors describe a new way of making crystals
much larger than have ever been made before—ones large enough that
they can be observed with the naked eye. In addition to enabling the
shape memory discovery, this development has allowed these researchers
to uncover new ways to use crystals as force and chemical detectors.
Mirkin said he's excited to see how the shape memory property of these
crystals will be used, for example, in flow sensors in microscale fluidic
devices and in detectors for chemical and biological molecules. Mirkin
also is considering ways to use the unique crystals to make materials
capable of withstanding extraordinary damage and rebounding back to
their original states.

"These are remarkable materials—even damage to skin, which has an
innate and remarkable ability to regenerate, leaves scars," Mirkin said.
"In this case that doesn't happen. The DNA code in these crystals guides
them back to their original states. This ability could aid in controlling 
chemical reactions and creating new classes of light switches, where 'on'
is the conventional crystal, and 'off' is the deformed one, triggered by
tiny changes in flow and force."

The research paper is titled "Shape memory in self-adapting colloidal
crystals."

  More information: Chad Mirkin, Shape memory in self-adapting
colloidal crystals, Nature (2022). DOI: 10.1038/s41586-022-05232-9. 
www.nature.com/articles/s41586-022-05232-9
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